






































1. State their own opinions on a variety of topics
2. Brainstorm ideas for presentation topics and content
3. Write a speech and perfect it through various drafts
4. Perfect presentation skills for delivering a speech

1. Practice oral presentation skills and techniques
2. Develop writing skills for presentations
3. Learn to use presentation software
4. Create interesting presentations that can be delivered confidently
5. Prepare and present for the Zion Cup English Contest

1. Express opinions clearly and confidently
2. Listen to other people and respond competently
3. Participate in debate preparation with other group members
4. Debate a given topic in English

1. Use English in real conversations with a partner or group
2. Speak English more smoothly with correct rhythm
3. Use the English they have learned in communicative activities and authentic situations
4. Study independently using the online CHIeru system
5. Maintain an online English journal and portfolio

1. Study English related to travelling and studying abroad
2. Maintain conversations with native-English speakers
3. Present about Japanese culture in English
4. Write and perform a speech for the Zion Cup English Contest
5. Study independently using the online CHIeru system
6 Maintain an online English journal and portfolio
1. Develop the process of communication through discussion
2. Experience, practice, and improve key communications skills
3. Express their own ideas and values
4. Study independently using the online CHIeru system
5. Maintain an online English journal and portfolio

1. Build on discussion skills developed in the 1st semester
2. Improve key communications skills and broaden vocabulary
3. Form their own ideas and values through guided research
4. Study independently using the online CHIeru system
5. Maintain an online English journal and portfolio"

1. Plan and prepare a curriculum for the class
2. Examine current global and cultural issues and discuss them in a meaningful manner
3. Research to prepare presentations to the class
4. Discuss and evaluate the material that is introduced in class
5. Self- and peer-evaluate achievement in this course

1. Understand case studies of international and domestic companies
2. Research to prepare presentations to the class
3. Discuss and evaluate the situations that are introduced in class
4. Prepare a case study and action plan and present to the class

1. Improve their fluency in authentic discussion situations
2. Develop their critical thinking skills through research-based activities
3. Research debate topics and present their own ideas

1. Develop their English interview skills working with authentic subjects2. Express their opinions
on different topics related to current events3. Analyse data and present on it in English



1. Study English intensively using the online CHIeru system
2. Analyse areas of English that need extra study and create personalized study tracks
3. Learn to use the English Department Moodle system for use in future course work
4. Study course-related vocabulary online using the Quizlet study system

1. Continue studying English intensively using the online CHIeru system
2. Build an online portfolio for completed content from other courses
3. Explore other software, websites, and applications suitable for learning English
4. Use the English Department’s SNS as a base for project work

1. Use different media as a tool for English learning
2. Study current events in English in newspapers and online
3. Prepare and present a multimedia project on a self-decided theme
4. Create an English podcast for sharing with other students

1. Continue to use different media as a tool for English learning
2. Continue studying current events in English in newspapers and online
3. Prepare and present a multimedia project on a self-decided theme
4. Create an English e-book as a resource for other students
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